Hello Wisconsin FFA Advisors and Ag Educators,

A couple of reminders from the SAE committee:
1. If you have any questions about applications contact your SAE committee sectional representative or closest representative first and if they cannot answer the question they will get in touch with someone that can help them and then get back to you. You can send questions to Glenda Crook the SAE chair as well.
   Sectional SAE committee members include:
   Pete Kolpack Section 1
   Cera Eberhardt Section 2
   Eric Follendorf, Brad Markhardt or Kent Haake Section 3
   Troy Lobdell Section 4
   Ralph Johnson or Kim Houser Section 5
   Glenda Crook or Troy Talford Section 6
   Mark Zimmerman or Michelle Heeg Section 7
   Kaleb Santy, Sandy Dykes, Jen Erb or Cedric Petis Section 8
   Joe Heinbuch, Ryan Weed or Mary Handrich Section 9
   Jake Cramer, Shelly Oelhafen or Jonathon Ganske Section 10.

2. Make sure you look over the tips for filling out a State Degree Application and tips for filling out a Proficiency Application. The number of hours of ag ed is calculated by taking the number of classes taken in high school times 90 hours. The years = the years offered in high school so 4 for a majority of you. The entrepreneurship calculations to check the income and expense summary are also found in the tips (1F=2B+2D+4B)

3. See the additional documents on the Wisconsin FFA website if you have for questions and if you can’t find answers there, call an advisor from your section listed above. If there are still questions get a hold of Glenda Crook, SAE Committee chair or Troy Talford, SAE Vice Chair.

Good Luck!
Glenda L. Crook
Columbus Agriscience Teacher/FFA Advisor
WAAE SAE Committee Chair